From the President’s Pen

As we arrive at the end of the financial year we can really look back to a very hard period. Fortunately, as with all good and bad things they come to an end.

The economy in this part of the world remains under severe pressure. Food security has become a word in every house. We need to endeavor everything possible to secure traceability of our superior animals.

With the upliftment of auctions under strict conditions I am looking forward to see you soon at several of our prestigious events!
We hope everyone had a wonderful Valentine's Day celebration.

Thank you to all breeders for your cooperation with the **deadline for levy lists**. Sticking to this deadline enables us to process all of the data in time to send you an accurate annual levy account early in March.

We are relieved along with the rest of South African farmers about the announcement of the **lifting of the Foot-and-Mouth Disease (FMD) auction ban**. Agriculture Minister, Thoko Didiza, said some affected farms remain quarantined and any future livestock auctions will need the necessary permits and documentation to trade.

The **Simmentaler National Championship** has been scheduled for August 2020. The decision was made at the Simmentaler Breeders Meeting on 11 February at the Prosim Club House in Lichtenburg. The preliminary schedule will work as follows - 7 Aug arrival of animals, 10 Aug braai for exhibitors, 11 Aug welcoming and group class judging, 12 Aug female class judging, 13 Aug male class judging and 14 Aug Interbreed judging.

A reminder of our **Debtors Policy**: Accounts must be settled within 60 days. If you cannot settle your account within 60 days, you must contact Erna or Christel at accounts@simmentaler.org / christel@simmentaler.org to make arrangements for your payment.

**90 days outstanding = stop all services**

**120 and + days = handed over for collection**

We kindly request everyone's cooperation.

**Office hours** are from 08:00 - 16:30 (Mo - Th) and 07:30 - 16:00 (Fr). Please feel free to contact us at 051 446 0580 / 2 or info@simmentaler.org during these hours for assistance with any Simmentaler queries.

Best wishes

SIM Office
March 2020

11/03/2020  Cattle Farmers Day / Breedplan Club Day  Swinburne KZN, South Africa  Izaan du Plooy +27 12 667 5258
19-23/03/2020  All Breeds World Supreme Competition  Online  Facebook Page - Simmental Breeder
21/03/2020  Odensim Female Auction  Villiers FS, South Africa  Adriaan Odendaal +27 83 462 2148
25/03/2020  Bondia Simmental Dispersal Sale  Venterdorp NW, South Africa  Marius Nel +27 83 983 7280
25/03/2020  Simmentaler BreedPlan Run  Release of the latest EBVs  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580

April 2020

15/04/2020  Joint Simmental Auction  Coligny NW, South Africa  Danie Vos +27 83 583 4455
17/04/2020  Southern Bull Auction  Mariental, Namibia  FJ van Zyl +264 63 241 551
18/04/2020  HJW Brahman & Simmental Auction  Wolmaransstad NW, South Africa  Hennie Jacobs +27 82 890 9496
22/04/2020  Bleka Female Production Auction  Danielskui NC, South Africa  Bles de Klerk +27 82 202 5911
22/04/2020  Simberg & Wellaway Production Auction  Coligny NW, South Africa  Marius Nel +27 83 983 7280
25/04/2020  Simmentaler BreedPlan Run  Release of the latest EBVs  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580

May 2020

01/05/2020  Bloem Show  Bloemfontein FS, South Africa  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580
06/05/2020  Namibia Genetics Auction  Windhoek, Namibia  Kiep Lepen +264 81 124 0648
12-15/05/2020  Nampo Harvest Day  Bothaville FS, South Africa  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580
19/05/2020  Summit Sale  Windhoek, Namibia  Paul Klein +264 81 128 6731
22/05/2020  Simlee Production Auction  Thabazimbi LM, South Africa  Callie Lee +27 83 417 8342
25/05/2020  Simmentaler BreedPlan Run  Release of the latest EBVs  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580
26/05/2020  Royal Show  Pietermaritzburg KN, South Africa  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580

June 2020

04/06/2020  Northern Select Sale  Windhoek, Namibia  Kiep Lepen +264 81 124 0648
09/06/2020  Vera Production Auction  Wolmaransstad NW, South Africa  Danie Erasmus +27 83 297 6165
16/06/2020  Hochfeld Joint Production Auction  Hochfeld, Namibia  Paul Klein +264 81 128 6731
24/06/2020  Wisp-Will Partial Dispersal Sale  Arlington FS, South Africa  Llewellyn Angus +27 82 805 5101
25/06/2020  Simmentaler BreedPlan Run  Release of the latest EBVs  SIM Office +27 51 446 0580

Photos - Outeniqua Livestock Auction at George, 25/02/2020
Flexible Simmentals prove their worth at Fallhills

Julie Wight, Business Reporter

There is a place for all breeds, but when it comes to easy calving, weight gain and hi-health, there is nothing to beat the Simmental – so said relatively new breeder, Bruce Lambie, Fallhills, Penicuik, who is gearing up for a busy week at Stirling Bull Sales part two.

Bruce added that the breed has all the characteristics for the ideal, easy calving suckler cow – calves with low birth weights, great mothering ability and milkiness – while maintaining growth rates to rival terminal sire breeds.

“Simmentals are one of the best breeds for growth rates and ease of calving,” said Bruce. “Temperament is also important, with a young family and limited staff, the cattle have to work for you not against you.”

His Fallhills Simmental herd was established in 2013 with the purchase of two heifers from Lindsay and Dorothy Moffat, Innerwick, Dunbar – Braidwood Diamond and Innerwick Dream. Bruce paid £5000 apiece for the pair bought privately, with both being daughters of Castlegale Titan.

Skerrington Twinkle was also purchased as a heifer the same year at United Auctions, Stirling, from William Young’s Kilmarnock-based Skerrington herd.

“We started off with strong females and all three have bred extremely well for us and are still in the herd,” said Bruce, adding that expansion since then has been through retaining heifers and the purchase of two females – Islavale Hilda and Islavale Hosta. They were both bought privately from Stewart Stronach and family, Berryleys, Keith, for £3500 each.

Most of the cows calve in August, September and are in-wintered from September onwards, depending on the weather on haylage, silage and pre-calving buckets. The bulls are fed by Davidsons Animal Feeds and Galloway Macleod prior to the sale to keep their condition throughout. “It works well for us, we can’t fault the feed and it helps put the growth, flesh and finish on our bulls that we require for Stirling. Heifers calve at 2.5 years of age inside in February, so that a closer eye can be kept on them.”

AI has always been used to introduce different bloodlines, but Bruce does run one stockbull, Islavale Gallant to ensure a tight calving pattern. He was also purchased privately in 2017 from Stewart Stronach for £7000 and Bruce is excited to be offering his first son sale for sale at Stirling next week.

“We go by appearance, figures and breeding, when we are looking for a potential stock bull. A long, clean well fleshed bull is what we are after – length pays off at the end of the day,” said Bruce.

Calving ease figures and those of the bull’s daughters are considered, although Bruce is also aware EBV figures might not be 100% accurate.

Bruce’s first bull sold at the Stirling was Fallhills Gunther, which realised 7000gns to Broadfield Farms, in 2017. A son of Popes Barclay, he goes back to the herd’s foundation cow, Braidwood Diamond. His half-brother, Fallhills Genesis, by the same sire, but out of the other foundation cow, Innerwick Dream, realised 6500gns.

“Our foundation cows have bred exceptionally well for us and made a real stamp on our herd,” said Bruce.

Along with these two females, another influential cow in the herd is Fallhills Illuminate, which is potentially set for the Royal Highland this year. She is an in-calf 2½-year-old, with...
easy calving figures and low birth weights.

"Braidwood Diamond and Innerwick Dream are great cows to have, as both are breeding well, so we have decided to flush them in the hope to continue their breeding potential throughout the herd," added Bruce. While he is considering showing this year, this will be a first, as he usually does not have the time and does not want to compromise the herd’s hi-health status, which is hugely important. One of the first herds to achieve a neospora risk level one status, in November, 2019, Fallhills has also been accredited for IBR since December, 2015 and docketed a Johne's risk level one at the same time.

Bruce works in conjunction with his local vets, Two Rivers, in Biggar and Peebles, to maintain this hi-health status which involves yearling testing of all animals. Bulls are only vaccinated for BVD, while all females are vaccinated for BVD leptospirosis and IBR. Bruce also pelvic scores the heifers as yearlings, thereby enabling them to be culled before they go to the bull. Heifers are culled if any are found to have abnormalities along with feet or teat problems.

“We don't want to sell anything that we wouldn't breed from ourselves, so we look to get rid of any problem cattle as early as possible to ensure the quality and well being of the herd is maintained,” said Bruce.

Bruce has three, 15-16-month-old bulls for next week’s Stirling sales, including Jocasta, Jock and Jaffa. Jocasta is sired via AI by Popes Barclay, and out of the heifer, Islavale Hosta; Fallhills Jock is by the well-known, Curaheen Bandit, which has bred bulls to 14,000gnss and out of the heifer, Fallhills Heather; and Jaffa is the first son of Islavale Gallant to be sold. He is out of Braidwood Diamond.

“The bull sales are always a big question mark. You never know what is going to happen with the trade, but we can only hope for the best,” said Bruce.

Free-lance stockman, Allan Jackson, of Headlind Livestock, assists in the final preparations prior to the sale ring. “He has years of experience and knows exactly what he is talking about. He makes bulls look like I could only dream of,” added Bruce.

Although a small herd, Bruce runs a tight ship, working with Anderson Farm Consultants to produce a detailed efficiency plan to control costs. The current farming climate is a worry, however.

“We are lucky the poor beef trade has not directly affected us yet when we have such a small herd and our health status helps if we sell any females.

“It is a concern for the future though and we need to keep improving levels of efficiency and outputs, despite the risk of no-trade deals, exchange rates and any future tariffs which are completely out with our control,” said Bruce.

Climate change and the reduction in consumption of red meat does not put Bruce off either, as he would like to double his numbers in the near future, even though he is very much a one-man band at present.

“I have to remember, it is a business operation so the books have to balance at the end of the day. There is, nevertheless, no question that Simmentals work here and we are always trying to improve to be the best we can,” concluded Bruce.

Source -
https://www.thescottishfarmer.co.uk/features/18215428.flexible-simmentals-prove-worth-fallhills/
De Vil Santa at 11 years old.
Photo credit - Hennie de Villiers, De Vil Simmentaler stud, Sannieshof NW

A beautiful 9-year-old lady from the Odensim Simmentaler stud in the Villiers area, Free State.
Photo credit - Riaan Odendaal, Odensim Simmentaler stud, Villiers

Simmentaler bull JME1717 photographed by breeder and owner Kobus Erasmus, Little Creek Simmentaler stud, Lephalale.

Thriving at the edge of the Great Karoo at Pieter Myburgh’s Megsim Simmentaler stud, Hopetown NC.

Still enjoying the summer over at the Von-Adel Simmentaler stud.
Photo credit - Nico Venter, Von-Adel Simmentalers, Ventersdorp NW
Cattle Farmers Day

Theme: “Theory and practice of selecting efficient cattle”
Location: Swinburne farmers Hall – Click for Directions (GPS: -28.350220, 29.279041)
Date: 11 March 2020

Program

- 09h00 – 09h30: Registration with coffee and tea
- 09h30 – 09h45: Welcome – K Kooy
- 09h45 – 10h15: Genomics and the BG program – I du Plooy
- 10h15 – 10h45: Breed plan Traits for measuring cow efficiency – I du Plooy
- 10h45 – 11h15: Practical approach to on farm performance measurements – L Angus & I du Plooy
- 11h15 – 11h45: Tea/Coffee
- 11h45 – 12h15: Selecting a replacement bull using all the tools at your disposal – C Sparks
- 12h15 – 12h45: Mature Cow size, the impact on profitability – J Styger
- 12h45 – 13h15: Application and calculation of indexes: New Simmental indexes as an example – J Styger
- 13h15 – 14h00: Lunch
- 14h00 – 15h00: Cattle viewing and Interpretation: C Sparks / J Rafferty / L Angus
- 15h00 – 15h30: Feed efficiency and Residual Feed Intake (RFI) – G Schoonbee
- 15h30 – 16h00: New GrowSafe Bull testing station on RFI at Mooiriver, KZN – K Kooy
- 16h00 – 16h30: Open panel discussion
- 16h30: Braai and dinner at The Hare & Hound, Tel: 058 672 1033 – Click for directions

RSVP: Click to RSVP by 6 March 2020
Enquiries: Koos Kooy - 072 293 0213
Llewellyn Angus - 082 805 5101
During the meeting it was decided that the Simmentaler National Championship will be scheduled for August 2020 during the Lichtenburg show. The preliminary schedule is as follows:

- 07/08/2020 - Arrival of animals
- 10/08/2020 - Braai for exhibitors
- 11/08/2020 - Welcoming and group class judging
- 12/08/2020 - Female class judging
- 13/08/2020 - Male class judging
- 14/08/2020 - Interbreed judging

Photo above of members who attended the meeting:


Front (fltr) - Salie Kriel, Marie Beukes, Adriaan Odendaal, Dr Ollie van der Lingen, Callie Lee, Peet Nienaber, Philip von Wielligh

We do not only breed World Champions... We do not only breed World Champions, we also meet them. Katryn, unfortunately a Nadal fan!

Lussim Simmentaler Sale
8 February 2020

Bull
Offered / Sold - 5 / 1
Highest Price - R68 000
Average Price - R68 000

Heifers
Offered / Sold - 7 / 7
Highest Price - R31 280
Average Price - R26 811

Cow & Calf
Offered / Sold - 2 / 2
Highest Price - R31 250
Average Price - R30 600

Flora Dora Herr
Peter Massmann, 12/02/2020

I remember... 35 years ago. He was grand champion at the then famous Rand Easter show. We broke the South African show entry record with 580 Simmental entries from 60 exhibitors. Name, Flora Dora Herr (German for mister) and the show scale could not weigh him - too heavy. Compared to today's ideal for Africa, Herr was much too large.

“Get busy living, or get busy dying.” - Stephen King

Gulland Finaal

Gulland Finaal (MAD1781), sold for R120 000 by breeder Martiens De Jager from the Gulland Simmentaler stud, Rustenburg NW.

Congratulations to Conrad and Louriska Meyer with this addition to the Deomika Simmentaler stud, Kuruman NC.

Malemba Simmentaler Sale
19 February 2020

Bull
Offered / Sold - 26 / 26
Highest Price - R75 000
Average Price - R43 769
Time to milk the cows at the Nestau Stud, Assegay KZN

Federer

Federer, born at the Clarkzaan Stud/Stoet mid-February. A perfect little Simmental with a name that suggests a future stud bull in the making!

Photo credit - Jan Holliday, ClarkZaan Simmental stud, Wolmaransstad NW
During a year of study of the Simmentaler breed in Germany in 1968, I was very impressed with the female progeny of the bull Präfekt 32840.

As I was an intentional breeder of the race, once back in South Africa, I decided to buy a few of his offspring. That I did with very good results. So much so that one of his offspring - the heifer Donna 13/92171, bought from dr. Wittmann of Oberhaunstadt/Ingolstadt, is today the great great grandmother (after 10 generations) of no less than 43% of my herd of 70 breeding animals.

I have always believed in strong motherlines, but this one is just phenomenal. Her prepotency on the phenotypic and genotypic traits selected for, have over the years upheld its own. During her lifetime she gave me 10 calves of which 6 were bulls and 4 heifers. With her fourth calf she also set up a new South African milk - and butterfat record.

One of her daughters, Anderland Donna, sired by the well-known bull Honig 5230, produced the, at the time, A1 bull Anderland Dampie JEK223, widely used in South African herds.

I, therefore, salute you, Anderland Donna-Wittmann.

“I have always believed in strong motherlines, but this one is just phenomenal.”
The 5 Official Judges are:
- Ignacio Llano (Paraguay)
- Sigi von Lüttwitz (Namibia)
- Beth & Remy Streeter (Australia)
- Garrett Behan (Ireland)
- Rafael Ramirez (Mexico)

PHOTO
2020 "All Breeds World Supreme" Qualifier
Milagro Premier ACM1644
(Simmental - South Africa)
2019 Swartland Show Champion
2019 "Simmental - Champion of Asia/Africa"
2019 "Simmental - Champion of the World"

Simmental and Milk

Milking cows having a quick drink before they head to the pasture.

The Simmental was initially selected for three features - milk, meat and as draft animals. The demand for working animals is greatly reduced today but muscularity and high milk production are still important to the success of Simmental.

“We milk about 100 Fleckvieh and Fleckvieh crosses. We imported Simmental milk genetics from Germany but imports stopped therefore we bred some of our own bulls and use other local milk Simmental genetics.” - Mirtelize Kreuiter

Photo credit - Mirtelize Kreuiter, Kykso Simmental stud, Suurbraak WC
Beef-UP Feedlot Challenge

4th Year Animal Sciences Feedlot Challenge presented by University of Pretoria’s Department of Animal and Wildlife Sciences, Vleissentraal and AgriGauteng.

Starting in 2020, the final year BSc Animal Science students at the University of Pretoria will have the opportunity to, hands-on, learn about feedlot management and nutrition.

Their mission is to help BSc Animal Science students gain experience in feedlotting, including management, nutrition as well as animal health and welfare. The challenge acts as practical experience during their final year Large Stock Management module (GVK 420).

The Cattle Gang’s pen 18

“Introducing to you our Simmental group in pen 18. They came in at an average of 231kg. They are a very friendly group and are always ready and awaiting us at feeding time. Thanks to NUTRI Feeds for our specially mixed 6191 UDP Feedlot Starter UP feed.”

“They are a very friendly group and are always ready and awaiting us at feeding time.”
Bondia
Simmentaler Stoet
Uitverkoping

25 Maart 2020, 11:00
Plaas Palmietfontein, Ventersdorp

AANBOD
26 Koeie en Kalwers | 15 Dragtige Koeie | 14 Dragtige Verse | 6 Oop Verse | 8 Bulle | 6 Speen bulletjies

Bondia: Maxie van den Berg 072 658 6774
Bemarker: Marius Nel 083 983 7280
Afslaeer: Steven Mathews 076 865 0640

Gia & Gaura
Bon126 + Bon202

Simdeks Kudde van die jaar
2018 & 2019

StudStock Sales
Bovine survivors of Elazığ earthquake find new home in Turkey

Animals were among the casualties of last month’s deadly earthquake in the eastern Turkish province of Elazığ that killed 41 people. Three cows rescued from the disaster found a new home some 1,200 kilometers away from their destroyed barns.

The trio of Simmental cattle is now striving to overcome the trauma of the disaster at Melekler Farm in the Kemalpaşa district of İzmir in western Turkey. The farm, which is already a sanctuary for animals saved from torture and other traumatic experiences, admitted their new guests recently after a group of volunteers transported them there.

The cattle were found under the rubble of two barns in Çevrimtaş, a rural neighborhood in Elazığ. One of them, a pregnant cow, was rescued after three days, suffering a fracture in her skull and losing her horns. Two others, including another pregnant cow, were pulled out of the rubble in an operation that took one day. They also suffered fractures.

Sibel Çakır, the owner of Melekler farms, said volunteers, including singer Haluk Levent, covered the treatment of animals. "They are doing well now. When they were first brought here, they were not eating anything because of the stress. They were in a state of panic. Even the slightest movement irked them. Still, they are of a race known for calm features, and we did not have trouble in caring for and treating them," she told Demirören News Agency (DHA) on Friday. On the pregnant cows, Çakır says they were feeling better and started “walking again,” though with difficulty. "We expect them to be better after giving birth," Çakır said.

Several municipalities and organizations across the country launched adoption campaigns for rescued stray animals or pets that became homeless after their owners were killed or had their homes destroyed. A cat injured in Elazığ was adopted by Antalya Metropolitan Municipality after a video of the feline searching for its owners amid collapsed buildings went viral on social media. Another pet, this time a dog, was temporarily adopted by Istanbul’s Kadıköy Municipality as the veterinarian who was taking care of the abandoned dog had to give the canine up for adoption after his clinic was damaged during the earthquake.

Not all of the animals were as lucky, however, as a woman living in Elazığ’s neighboring Gaziantep province had to bid farewell to her beloved pet as the earthquake caused her 7-year-old dog to die from cardiac arrest. While residents in Elazığ and the neighboring provinces wait for life to return to normal as they cope with the devastation, experts and organizations urged locals and authorities to keep an eye out for stray animals and pets, as they are expected to be more vulnerable than ever.

Source
The Minister also emphasised that Veterinary Services are a "disease control measure." Minister Didiza further added that this was not taken lightly and was implemented as a disease control measure in the nation.

"I am aware of the social and economic impact this decision has on livestock owners, traders and the general sector stakeholders. I want to reassure the nation that this decision was not taken lightly and was implemented as a disease control measure," Minister Didiza further added.

The Minister also emphasised that Veterinary Services are continuing to collaborate with affected farmers to determine the best way forward to resolve the outbreaks on the infected farms. Slaughter of cattle at specifically designated abattoirs has started, with additional measures to prevent any disease spread through materials such as heads, feet and offal.

"I wish to thank these farmers for cooperating with us," remarked Minister Didiza.

The Minister said, "There are preconditions for the resumption of auctions. Auctions will only be conducted under stringent conditions. All livestock agents must be registered with the Agricultural Produce Agents Council." The Minister further emphasised that agents already registered with APAC and complaint to the Rules in respect of livestock agents as published in Government Gazette 41473 Board Notice 28 of 2018 may proceed with auctions.

"I wish to draw your attention to the fact that all APAC certificates issued prior to 2 March 2018 have lapsed and renewal should be done on or before 30 March 2020. I therefore encourage all livestock and game traders to contact the APAC for re-registration prior to resuming with their businesses," remarked Minister Didiza.

The Minister said, "There are preconditions for the resumption of auctions. Auctions will only be conducted under stringent conditions. All livestock agents must be registered with the Agricultural Produce Agents Council." The Minister further emphasised that agents already registered with APAC and complaint to the Rules in respect of livestock agents as published in Government Gazette 41473 Board Notice 28 of 2018 may proceed with auctions.

The lifting the temporary ban on gatherings of animals, is NOT implying that such activities are safe. Therefore, the Minister is advising all auctioneers to familiarise themselves with their implementing measures to prevent their animals from becoming infected. These include:

- Not moving high risk animals, such as animals showing signs of disease, animals from unknown origin or animals originating from known infected areas;
- Only buying animals from known and proven sources;
- Insisting of buyers to be supplied with a veterinary health declaration before animals are brought onto their farms;
- Always placing new arrivals in isolation until you can satisfy yourself of their health status.

"I wish to remind all livestock keepers of their responsibilities in terms of Section 11 of the Animal Diseases Act, 1984 that any owner or manager of land on which there are animals take all reasonable steps to prevent the infection of the animals with any animal disease, or parasite and the spreading thereof from the relevant land or animals," said Minister Didiza.

"I am aware of the social and economic impact this decision had on livestock owners, traders and the general sector stakeholders. I want to reassure the nation that this decision was not taken lightly and was implemented as a disease control measure," Minister Didiza further added.

The Minister also emphasised that Veterinary Services are continuing to collaborate with affected farmers to determine the best way forward to resolve the outbreaks on the infected farms. Slaughter of cattle at specifically designated abattoirs has started, with additional measures to prevent any disease spread through materials such as heads, feet and offal.

"I wish to thank these farmers for cooperating with us," remarked Minister Didiza.

The Minister said, "There are preconditions for the resumption of auctions. Auctions will only be conducted under stringent conditions. All livestock agents must be registered with the Agricultural Produce Agents Council." The Minister further emphasised that agents already registered with APAC and complaint to the Rules in respect of livestock agents as published in Government Gazette 41473 Board Notice 28 of 2018 may proceed with auctions.

"I wish to draw your attention to the fact that all APAC certificates issued prior to 2 March 2018 have lapsed and renewal should be done on or before 30 March 2020. I therefore encourage all livestock and game traders to contact the APAC for re-registration prior to resuming with their businesses," remarked Minister Didiza.

The lifting the temporary ban on gatherings of animals, is NOT implying that such activities are safe. Therefore, the Minister is advising all auctioneers to familiarise themselves with their implementing measures to prevent their animals from becoming infected. These include:

- Not moving high risk animals, such as animals showing signs of disease, animals from unknown origin or animals originating from known infected areas;
- Only buying animals from known and proven sources;
- Insisting of buyers to be supplied with a veterinary health declaration before animals are brought onto their farms;
- Always placing new arrivals in isolation until you can satisfy yourself of their health status.

"I wish to remind all livestock keepers of their responsibilities in terms of Section 11 of the Animal Diseases Act, 1984 that any owner or manager of land on which there are animals take all reasonable steps to prevent the infection of the animals with any animal disease, or parasite and the spreading thereof from the relevant land or animals," said Minister Didiza.

"I am aware of the social and economic impact this decision had on livestock owners, traders and the general sector stakeholders. I want to reassure the nation that this decision was not taken lightly and was implemented as a disease control measure," Minister Didiza further added.
The measure included mitigation against further spread of the outbreak via auctions through the placement of a temporary ban on gatherings of cloven-hoofed animals nation-wide. "In our approach, we had to balance amongst a few variables, the risks and opportunity costs relating to the possible spread of the disease, economic losses to the entire country and financial losses to stakeholders," said Minister Didiza.

Other control measures instituted were to place the affected properties under quarantine and not to allow any animals into, through or out of the premises. This was to ensure the virus gets contained in these properties.

Approximately 160 properties were identified with links to the auctions. These include primary properties that either received animals from these auctions, or supplied animals to them, as well as the properties that were indirectly linked. These premises had to be visited, placed under quarantine, with clinical inspection conducted and samples collected as part of the investigation to determine exposure to the infection. Good progress has been made and the precautionary quarantine has been lifted on more than 90 of these properties.

In total, 18 farms were identified where animals tested positive for FMD. Most of the affected properties are commercial cattle farms, including a number of feedlots, which are fortunately all well fenced and where the animals are individually identified and proper records are kept.

This made it possible to implement control measures without the use of emergency vaccination, culling or road-blocks.

Of the primary contact premises linked to the auctions, more than 90% have already been visited and their status determined. "This gives the veterinary team sufficient confidence to proceed to the next phase of the control of the outbreak," concluded Minister Didiza.

-Ends-

ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, LAND REFORM AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
For media enquiries contact Reggie Ngcobo Media Liaison Officer on 0828832458

---

The lifting the temporary ban on gatherings of animals, is NOT implying that such activities are safe. Therefore, the Minister is advising all auctioneers to familiarise themselves with their implementing measures to prevent their animals from becoming infected.
Photos from #simmentaler on Instagram
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Simmentaler Cattle Breeders’ Society of Southern Africa

Contact Us:
Tel - +27 51 446 0580
Fax - +27 51 446 0455
E-mail - info@simmentaler.org

Office Hours:
08:00 - 16:30 (Mo - Th)
07:30 - 16:00 (Fr)

Postal Address:
Private Bag X 7002
Langenhovenpark
9330

Physical Address:
1 Genius Loci Office Park
6 CP Hoogenhout Street
Langenhovenpark
Bloemfontein
9301

Follow us on our social media accounts to keep up to date with daily happenings:

Facebook - Simmentaler SA
Instagram - @SimmentalerSA
Twitter - @SimmentalerZA

www.simmentaler.org